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Master Country Guitar Licks & the Language of the Greatest Country PlayersPlay in the style of
the greatest 20 Country GuitaristsMaster 5 genre-defining guitar licks for each playerDiscover
how to combine and personalize vocabulary into a personal styleTranspose licks and play in any
key with our CAGED System guideLearn two complete Country Guitar solos to play country
guitar licks in contextCountry Guitar Heroes: 100 Country Licks For GuitarAre you struggling to
learn the language of solo country guitar?Do you want to master the essential language of the
country guitar greats?Do you want to combine country guitar licks into meaningful, personalized
solos?Do you want to be able to use your country guitar licks in any key and in any style?100
country licks for guitar goes way beyond most normal ‘boring’ lick books… you will learn
authentic country guitar licks “In the style of” the 20 greatest country guitarists…ever. What’s
more, you’ll learn how to form their licks into your own personal language… in any key and in any
style.Here’s What You Get:100 country guitar licks closely mimicking the language of the 20
most important country guitar playersComplete playing advice and breakdown of every lick, from
fingering to musical applicationUnderstanding of how to apply these licks musically in any keyAn
instant way to combine licks into musical phrases that are unique to your own musical voiceAn
overview of The CAGED system so you can easily organize and contextualize your licks for
instant access! – Never forget a lick againOver 100 notated examples with tab and audio to
download for freeBonus One: Two complete solos that teach you to combine and personalize
country guitar licks into your own musical languageBonus Two: A complete guide to changing
the “context” of any lick to work over different chords.Go Beyond Traditional Guitar Lick
BooksMost traditional guitar lick books actually fail the guitarists they set out to help. By simply
listing licks, it is almost impossible for the student to apply them in any kind of context. They end
up with a mental ‘list’ of licks that they struggle to apply in a musical way.100 Country Licks for
Guitar is different and goes way beyond every other lick book available. It is not simply a cold list
of licks, it’s a complete guitar method for country guitar that teaches you how to learn and
internalize the language of the country guitar masters into your everyday playing. The style and
language of the 20 most genre-defining country guitar players are discussed and analyzed, and
5 defining, “in the style of” guitar licks are given for each player. You will learn licks in the style
of:Albert Lee | Brad Paisley | Brent Mason | Buck Owens/Don Rich | Chet Atkins | Danny Gatton |
Eldon Shamblin | Glen Campbell | Hank Garland | James Burton | Jerry Donahue | Jerry Reed |
Jimmy Bryant | Johnny Hiland | Keith Urban | Redd Volkaert | Roy Nichols | Steve Wariner |
Vince Gill | Whit SmithIn addition to learning their essential country guitar language, you will also
learn how to easily incorporate their country guitar licks into your playing.Convert Licks: Learn
how to quickly alter any lick to fit over Major, Minor or Dominant 7 chords.How to Learn: Also
included is a detailed ‘How to Practice’ section with detailed content on how to memorize,
incorporate and transpose licks into any key.
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ChangesIntroductionMusic is many things to many people. It’s an escape, it’s art, it’s a passion,
it’s work, it’s frustration, it’s culture, and many more things too.There are also many facets to
learning music and as players, it’s easy to get caught up in the technical aspect. While technique
is hugely important to your development as a player, it only prepares you for playing music, but
isn’t actually music in itself. Playing a chromatic scale up and down the neck isn’t music, but
there are several technical benefits to doing it. There are many great books out there that cover
the technical side of playing guitar. That’s not what this book is about, but developing technique
will be an important part of mastering the content here.Many players get caught up in the
theoretical aspect of playing music. Depending on your goals as a player, it may be useful to
memorise scales, keys, chords, arpeggios, etc. But you’re still not talking about real music, just
the building blocks. Knowing arpeggio substitution options on dominant 7 chords isn’t music, but
may result in a more informed note choice when soloing.I like to think of music as a language.
You can’t learn to speak a language if you’ve never heard it spoken. You may be a great picker
and you may know the right scale to play over a song in G – but that’s not enough to pass as a
country player! You can’t just invent words or ignore things like sentence structure.Playing music
is about understanding the language. There are only twelve notes in music, but every genre
treats those notes differently.This book is presents you with an authentic vocabulary as
performed by 20 of the greatest country players the genre has seen. It’s about learning how real
country players use the techniques and theory you may already know (ideally from my best-
selling book: Country Guitar for Beginners!). It’s about making you sound like a real country
player.On the other hand, I’ve seen many books that just throw licks at you like that’s the answer



to making you a good player. I didn’t want to do that here. I want this to be more than a book of
100 licks that you learn and never use.The solution is to understand where these licks come
from and how you can use them in any key and any setting. Before learning the licks, I’m going to
teach you how to memorise this vocabulary the way I do. Then, when you’ve got all these licks
under your fingers, learn some solos that adapt them into new and fresh sounds. 100 licks may
seem like a lot, but once you start connecting licks and mutating them to your desires, you’ll find
them almost infinite.Playing music isn’t just about playing licks. As I sit here and write this
sentence, I’m not just using combinations of words that I know work. I’m expressing my thoughts
freely because I understand the language. The more you develop as a player, the less you’ll rely
on things you’ve learned. You’ll be free to play what’s in your head, but you’ll look back and
appreciate how great your phrasing is because you learned the language from the
masters.There are twenty players showcased here, with five licks given in the style of each.
That’s not a lot to tell you about a player, but every single one of these musicians has a wealth of
recorded music that’s essential to check out. After all, that’s how I developed all these licks!If
you’re familiar with a few names on the list, then take the chance to check out some of the
others. You never know… you might find 100 more licks you want to learn! The artists have been
presented alphabetically as there’s no clear ramp in difficulty, some artists play things that are
incredibly simple and then play something that could rip your head from your shoulders – so dig
in where your interest takes you.The final piece of advice I’ll give you is to internalise the sounds
of these licks. It’s not just about playing the notes on the page to sound like the recording. Listen
to the recording 50 times till you know the lick inside out. Try singing it before playing it. As you
learn the idea, focus on the notes you’re expecting to hear before you play them.This is a subject
that feels a little esoteric as it’s quite challenging to demonstrate. Developing the ear is always
our number one goal. When that ear is well developed, you’ll be able to put on any guitar solo,
hear a lick, sing it… and then play it! I know that goal seems a million miles away but a journey of
1000 miles begins with a single step!Keep at it, and you’ll reach your goals in time.Good luck!A
Note on Guitar ToneRather than spending hours creating unique tones for each artist, my
intention was to have one basic sound that's attainable by anyone. This way, you get an idea of
how you can bring the sound of each artist to your own rig and make it your own.Aside from the
Jerry Reed examples which were recorded on my Godin Multiac Nylon String, every example
was recorded using a relatively cheap Mexican Fender Road-Worn Telecaster (with Joe
Barden's Danny Gatton pickup set). Amp-wise, I used a profile of a Dr Z MAZ 18NR on my
Kemper Power Rack. While that's not a cheap piece of kit, the idea was to replicate a really great
clean-sounding amp that would drive just a little bit when hit hard. Any Vox-style amp will to get
you in the ballpark. However, if you want my exact tone, it's available on the official Dr website.
Recording the audio for this book wasn't about having a million-dollar tone, it was about creating
something that could be accessible to anyone.I've recorded the slower examples at the intended
speed. Anything a little pacier is played slowly before being repeated at full speed.Get the
AudioThe audio files for this book are available to download for free from , and the link is in the



top right corner. Simply select this book title from the drop-down menu and follow the
instructions to get the audio.We recommend that you download the files directly to your
computer, not to your tablet, and extract them there before adding them to your media library.
You can then put them on your tablet, iPod or burn them to CD. On the download page, there is a
help PDF, and we also provide technical support via the contact form.Kindle / eReadersTo get
the most out of this book, remember that you can double tap any image to enlarge it. Turn off
‘column viewing’ and hold your Kindle in landscape mode.For over 250 Free Guitar Lessons with
Videos Check out:Twitter: @guitar_josephFB: FundamentalChangesInGuitarInstagram:
FundamentalChangesChapter One: How to Learn These LicksAs mentioned in the introduction,
the most important aspect of learning licks to make sure you can play them whenever you need
them.The problem with the guitar is that it’s easy just to put your fingers where the tab tells you
to and be done with it. This approach is great if you want to play covers songs as you get results
quickly. If you want to take things you learn to the next level, you need to understand the context
of these licks and how you can call upon them at will.The following lick is something you’ll
quickly be able to get under your fingers. The question is, how fast could you play it in Bb? Or
Eb?Example 1a:This may seem like a daunting task, but once you know how, it’s actually
incredibly easy to do.For me, the fastest way to achieve this is a solid understanding of the
CAGED system. There are many great resources to learn this in detail, but you’ll learn what you
need to know here.My system is very simple, Root note > Chord > Arpeggio > Scale >
Vocabulary.Meaning, if I can see a root note, I can see a chord. If I can see a chord, I can see an
arpeggio. If I can see an arpeggio, I can see a scale. If I can see that scale… well… I can play
anything.The lick you learned previously fits in the ‘A shape’ of the system, meaning it’s around
the following chord.This shape is an open A chord (A7 in this case) moved up the neck to the
10th fret with a barre added.I can find this chord in any key because I know the root note is right
there on the A string. So, if I need a C7 chord, I move it down to the 3rd fret (as the 3rd fret of the
A string is the note C). If I need to play an E7, I move to the 7th fret (as the 7th fret A string is the
note E).This is how you can learn to play this lick anywhere. The lick begins by approaching the
note on the B string (the 3rd of the chord) from a semitone below.Here’s the same lick, but
before playing it I’ve played the chord as a reference point of where this lick sits in relation to a
shape I can easily keep track of.Example 1b:Here’s the same thing, but transposed down to a
C7 chord.Example 1c:Here’s the same lick, but transposed down to be played on an E7
chord.Example 1d:Here’s another lick around that chord form, now over the G7 chord.Example
1e:And here’s that same lick, but transposed down to fit a D7 chord.Example 1f:Now, you may
be looking at this lick and thinking, ‘but this starts on a note not in, or next to, a note in the
chord!’, and this is where arpeggios and scale visualisation comes in.An arpeggio is the notes of
a chord, played melodically. The notes of a G7 chord are G, B, D, and F, and these can be
played in order around this chord form, they look like this.Here’s the same idea played as a
musical example, preceded by the chord form it’s based around.Example 1g:The arpeggio is the
melodic sound of the chord in its most direct form. It’s possible to play melodies that will sound



great over the chord using just these notes.A scale takes other notes and adds them in between
these arpeggio notes, so G7 (G, B, D, F) becomes G Mixolydian (G, A, B, C, D, E, F). Here’s that
scale shown as a diagram.Here’s the same thing played as a musical example, preceded by the
chord form it’s based around.Example 1h:From here, it’s up to you to decide how you’d visualise
the lick shown before. You could see it as starting on the 9th degree of the scale, or a tone below
the 3rd.Spend some time getting to grips with this chord, arpeggio and scale relationship, and
then add some licks before moving on to the next stage.From here it’s about learning the five
other positions of the CAGED system.Here’s a G7 chord you may have played before It’s based
on the C shape. The root note is on the A string (as with the previous shape) but played with the
third finger.Once you’re comfortable playing that chord, learn the arpeggio below.And here’s the
scale that fits around that same area of the neckFinally, here’s a lick you might play in that area
of the neck.Example 1i:Here’s that same lick, but played over a Bb7 chordExample 1j:Given
below are the chord diagrams for the D, E, and G shapes. These are your primary forms for
visualisation. If you want to dig deeper into this concept, my Country Guitar for Beginners is a
great place to go as you’ll learn this and a whole lot more.Chapter Two: Albert LeeConsidered to
be one of the fathers of modern country guitar playing, Albert Lee’s influence cannot be
overstated. His style is part of the DNA of almost every hot picker that’s come since, which is all
the more amusing when you consider one of the biggest influencers to modern country playing
wasn’t born to a life of rodeos and ten-gallon hats, he was actually from Herefordshire, England!
Born in 1943, Lee grew up in a time when rock and roll was all the rage among the youth. Any
country fan will tell you that you just need to look at the players who were influential during this
time and you’ll find some of the top names in country guitar. Just looking at guitarists Elvis
worked with, you’ll see Scotty Moore, and two other guitarists covered in this book, James
Burton and Jerry Reed. All of them were major influences on the young Albert Lee.After some
success in the UK, he moved to LA where he worked as a session musician until he was asked
to join Emmylou Harris’ band as the replacement for none other than James Burton. From here,
his career went from strength to strength, with a five-year stint working in Eric Clapton’s band,
almost two decades with the Everly Brothers, and many, many more.As a solo artist, Albert has
15 studio albums to his name, with numerous live albums, and instructional videos. It’s very easy
to dig in and become familiar with his ferocious style, but 1982’s self-titled album is a great place
to start.Unlike most country players, Albert’s signature sound has become more associated with
the ‘quacky’ Strat pickup configuration of the bridge and middle pickup position on his signature
Music Man guitar. His playing is full of blistering, alternate picking runs that cover the entire
neck, hybrid picked banjo rolls, and slick open string licks.There is no better introduction to
playing country guitar than Albert Lee!The first lick works over an E or E7 chord. The theory
books will tell you that the scale of choice for this chord should be E Mixolydian (E, F#, G#, A, B,
C#, D). A seasoned country player will add both the b5 (Bb) as a passing note between the 5th
and 4th, along with the b3 (G) as an approach note to the 3rd (G#).Bar one of this lick sits
around the A shape at the 7th fret and transitions down the neck to the C shape in bar two. It



ends in the open position in bar three.Example 2a:The second lick uses the same note choices
over the E chord as the previous lick.Beginning with a bend from the 2nd (F#) to the 3rd (G#) in
the C shape, the lick then moves over to the high E string and plays chromatically from A to B
before moving back down to the G (b3) and sliding to the G# (3). This minor to major third move
is an integral part of the country sound.
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Michael P, “Country Lovin' Tasty Licks Taught Right. It is easy to understand all the praiseworthy
and great reviews for Levi Clay's method. I am originally a rock guitarist and advanced classical
guitarist that wants to expand my horizons and found Clay's book to be helpful even for an
advanced player. He starts the book of with the legendary Albert Lee and subsequent chapters
delve into other key country players. The tracks may seem simple but it is the tone and phrasing
that sets this technique and book apart. Country licks will begin to click and roll off your fingers in
no time.Downloadable audio is included.”

Mowahid Naqvi, “Another issue is that the player might be really good but not the best teacher.
Here it is.... Most Country guitar videos and lessons generally lack in content. The licks are kewl
but its very hard to apply the concepts if you want to learn them and incorporate them into your
own playing. Another issue is that the player might be really good but not the best teacher. In
this book Levi is not only a good player but great teacher. He shows your different licks and
different keys and chord progressions so you can apply licks in a real time situation. There are
also backing tracks for the solos so you can play along and get the feel for the scales and licks.
If you want to delve in country country guitar I highly recommend this book and his other books
he has on Amazon.  Great stuff!!!”

Greg, “Best guitar book ever. I've played guitar for over fifty years and bought dozens of guitar
books in that time, and this has been the most useful yet. I like the fact that it's broken down into
short passages of four to six measures that are easy to memorize and practice. There's enough
theory to be useful but not so much as to get you bogged down. I come from a rock & blues
background, and this is a great way to pick up the intricacies of country guitar”

KWayne, “Excellent value, well written!. I'm relatively new to playing the guitar (1 year), so I'm
frequently looking for anything that is appropriate for a learner with my level of (in)experience
and speaks the language in a manner I can understand. This book met both requirements. I've
only had it for about a week, but have read through it once (obviously a little rapidly) and have
begun putting to practice the information in the book. I'm enjoying it and have already identified a
couple of the licks as my favorites. In my opinion, it's an excellent book and a good value for the
price.”

Beverly Ann White, “Famous artist style clues for you.. This is an interesting book from the
standpoint of a more advanced player if they can analyze what is inside enough to have it
change their playing. Because the sets (there are several licks for each artist) are arranged by
famous country guitarist that created them you can pick up tips on their particular style. Taken as
a whole you get a quick tour of Country guitar history. Depending on the capabilities of the
student buying the book I would either recommend this highly or have them hold off until they



were ready. That is why a 4 and not a 5.”

Taylor Wells, “It's awesome! Highly recommended!. I'm a classical guitarist. So, I'm more
comfortable reading the little black dots than I am ripping a tasty solo. This book was perfect for
me. It offers exactly what's on the cover, it's 100 country licks with a bit of context regarding
scales and key. It's really fun! Even if you're not the biggest country fan, I recommend it. You can
definitely throw some of these over some blues changes. 5 stars!”

Benjamin Anderson, “Very helpful. The author does a fantastic job of breaking down the licks in
a digestible way that's relevant to building a good ear and understanding theory. The added
downloadable content is invaluable as well. NOTE: I wouldn't recommend this to a beginner
player though, these are intermediate to difficult licks, but incredibly helpful for starting a journey
to becoming a country player.”

MakiA, “Build a library of authentic country sounds. So many good licks! Great pieces to learn
and adapt to your own playing. If you follow the licks around the cycle of fifths to a metronome,
there is so much learning and improvement to be had! These licks can provide a great way to
add country flavor to any solo/song, or provide the foundation to building and adapting your
deep library of country style riffs and sounds.These licks are great as is and are easily adaptable
for your personal style/sound. Lick books can be a bit tedious, but the breadth of pro players
covered keeps it fresh and fun!”

D Brazier, “Something different. I've been stuck in a blues-rock rut with my playing for a while
and wanted to push myself out of my comfort zone. Most songs and licks I learn from watching
and listening to other players or from reading tab online. I thought I'd try something new by not
only trying a different genre, but also by buying something in printed form.This book is nicely
written. It's clear and concise, full of insight and written in an approachable, objective manner.
I've still got a lot of work to do to feel comfortable here, but it's made me want to sit down with a
guitar and plug away at new material for the first time in a long while.My only criticism of this
book lies in some of it's type-setting. I think that may be due to the conversion from e-book to
print; sometimes there isn't a clear distinction between one example and the description of the
next. Should be easily remedied in future editions with some white space or careful proof-
reading and it certainly doesn't detract from the excellent value for money that this book
represents for me.”

Swimby, “Excellent Book is and understatement!. Second book I’ve bought in this series by Levi
Clay. Have bought Country Guitar For Beginners which I would strongly recommend if you don’t
already own it!Worked through a few of the licks in this book so far and loving how not only do
you learn the licks but are encouraged and taught to transpose them and apply them to your
own music, so, not only are you learning to reproduce some great music but you’re incorporating



it straight into your own musical vocabulary.Another excellent book with loads of content to keep
you occupied for a very long time”

MR WAYNE A SCOTT, “Superb resource. Excellent resource, not just for country licks, as with a
little tweaking you could use these over a blues as well.Really well laid out and full of
information.Levi is a skilled tutor and the information is laid out in an easily digestible format.
Some great tips for transposing the licks into other keys as well.heartily recommended .Oh and if
you can't work out how to download the audio files.... then sorry you may need to go back to
school.”

Matt Birtwistle, “Not your everyday lick book. This is definitely not your typical lick book. What
Levi has presented here is not only some true classic licks but how they've been created. With
reference to the underlying harmony, Levi shows how the lick is created from the chords,
arpeggios and related scale. The opportunity is here to really learn and embed this into your
playing, rather than just trying to memorise a bunch of licks.The last 4 chapters of the book take
you through how to practically apply this knowledge covering transposition, applying to different
contexts and concluding with a couple of solo examples.Just like in his other books, Levi proves
again his pre-eminence as a guitar instructor/educator.”

Christopher, “A must for anyone with an interest in learning more about country guitar playing
and the application of new playing concepts.. This book is awesome and I think it is perfect if you
are looking to improve your understanding and approach to playing country guitar. Levi is very
good at making the point that it is important to understand the context in which you are playing -
and although learning the provided licks is cool - it is just as important to be able to take what
you learn and use it in a different key or situation. This is a very useful skill to have as you
essentially get 12 licks for every 1 included in the book. However, there are virtually limitless
ways of using these ideas as Levi also teaches you how to alter the fundamental tonality of each
lick relevant to the musical situation.For me this is perfect as although I like to learn licks to
inspire me - I also want to understand more about the musical situation I am in. There is so much
here in this book! Not only are there players I recognise, but I also discovered new players too!
This is another point of why this book is so good - there is a little introduction to each of the
players where Levi gives you some background about major recordings/albums as well as the
equipment that they use. Also, you can check out the new players online too! This leads to more
musical inspiration, which is a good thing.This brings me to my final point about how much value
for money there is here with this package. I brought this for 14 pounds - which is insane value for
money when you think about how much there is here. Not only are the licks really authentic - but
you also get a really easy awesome download link of all the audio files and there are even some
solo studies there too.In summary this is a fantastic product. I would recommend it to anyone
with an interest in country music with some guitar experience behind them. Also, it looks like



there are some other cool books available from this publishing house - I think I will check out
some more of their offerings when I get the chance.”
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